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Hi, I want to introduce myself and let you know about a training I’m offering for therapists.  I 

have decided to bring the groundbreaking clinical work I have done in Virginia and Oregon for 

the past 30+ years to Pueblo.  The “roadmaps” of healing that I developed in my work over the 

years applies to working with individual clients, as well as, couples.  I work with each person in 

the couple to understand their early conditioning and the vulnerability and protective patterns 

that persist and trouble their relationships today.  Throughout my practice, working with 

individuals and couples, I’ve specialized in healing and transforming relationship– to self, first, 

and to others - and facilitating trauma recovery.  I have trained therapists in both modalities in 

Oregon, Virginia and London.       

 

I'm very excited about offering this effective, skill-based, comprehensive clinical approach that 

integrates the developments in understanding attachment issues, the need for emotional literacy, 

the neurology of both trauma and relationships, the cycles of relationships from merging to 

wholehearted, and the importance of including trauma-informed therapy with almost all clients.  

We know a lot from science, research and clinical experience about trauma recovery and creating 

and sustaining healthy, loving long-term intimate relationship.   A flyer with information about 

this year long training is attached 

 

The best part is that everything you learn in this training can be transferred to your own 

important relationships at home and at work.  

  

If you register by February 28th you get a $50 deduction or a $100 deduction if you pay in full at 

registration.  A schedule of payment can be determined if needed.   

 

I would appreciate you forwarding this information to anyone you think might have an interest.  

Please call with any questions you may have.   

   

Hope I get a chance to meet with you,  

 

Warmly, 

 

Ann 

 

 

 


